Let’s revolutionize the transport of goods!

Carrybots is a joint venture of Gerhard Schubert GmbH and flexlog GmbH, that was founded to develop and ship automated guided vehicles (AGV) for industrial usage. Together with Gebhardt Fördertechnik, the Carrybots-Team is currently developing HERBIE, Carrybots’ first product line that will launch in July 2021. As part of our team you will work with state of the art robotics technologies and experience innovation in a dynamic and innovative context.

Software Developer Robotics · ROS · Python

Your Tasks
• Development of the ROS-based control software for our automated guided vehicle HERBIE
• Testing the software in simulation as well as on the real prototype
• Contribution to conceptual decisions
• Working with agile methods (SCRUM)

Your Profile
• Experience in software development with ROS
• Interest in robotics
• Experience with Linux and Python is an advantage
• Confident use of Git
• You enjoy working in a team
• Fluent English and/or German
• You are creative and open-minded

What we offer

Agile Development Culture  Learning in a Team of Experts  State of the Art Robotics Technologies  Corona-conform Remote Start

You want to become part of our team and revolutionize the transport of goods? Then apply now and send us an email with your complete application documents or just give us a call!

+49 721 754035-53  info@carrybots.de

Carrybots GmbH i. Gr.  |  Zur Gießerei 5  |  76227 Karlsruhe